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About This Game

Kaiju Panic is an Action-Strategy game with a bright and unique art style where you have to rescue survivors and guide them to
the safety while defending against the giant monster Kaiju. Take control of the field commander. Build, fight and rescue your

way through a wide variety of locations around the world.

A massive meteorite has struck the Earth causing devastation and panic in the streets, you scramble to the impact zone to search
the area for survivors and survey the extent of the damage caused. But as if a meteorite wasn't enough, giant monsters called

Kaiju start appearing around the world and begin rampaging in densely populated cities! Jet across the globe as you respond to
Kaiju attacks and bizarre natural disasters and unusual weather phenomenon. Rescue every civilian to unlock their ID cards
which you can view along with a monster bestiary and tech tree. Progress through a full story campaign to discover the true

origin of the Kaiju.

Music by the talented Martin Gratton
(http://www.martingratton.co.uk/)
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Bad game evverrrrr... Holly♥♥♥♥♥♥its this a grap. I love this game!

It is fairly short (25 minutes total play) but OK for an early release. I can't wait to get more content.

For an early release though, this game is surprisingly fun and genuinely scary! That little girl scout zombie girl FREAKED ME
OUT!!!. The game is fun but extremely buggy. I first got the game and had to wait a few weeks for a patch to be released since
there was a bug where the first boss spawns which makes you unable to fight the boss(he just stands in the corner and never
comes to life)
This issue was fixed and I have encountered another game freezing bug which makes me unable to complete the game. It is not
a bad game when it works but please do not waste your money on this unplayable garbage because even after a few updates
there are still game ending bugs in this.. Once you have played one level you have played them all. I doubt even a child would
take any interest in this game beyond level 10. Game play is so repetitive, even for a casual game, you will fall asleep before you
could fall in love with it. The concept is nice but I think it needs more work before it will give players any sense of
accomplishment.. Bought it for the Zombies Mod tools like everyone else.... Good game, well worth the price but it is very
frustrating. You spend the majority of 10-20 minutes creating your party and fine tuning it the way you want, then you need to
go and find the person who issues you your first quest. Then you go and do your quest, but you get stopped by numerous
enemies who seem to be able to attack twice as often as you can. They don't do a whole lot of damage but it is still frustrating to
be killed by a goblin who attacks twice as fast as you and you can't defend or anything. The movment and combat can be a little
glitchy at times. It's not a bad game, it's not a great game. 7\/10.. Avernum: Escape from the Pit is an old-school isometric RPG
the style of Ultima 6 and 7, Planet's Edge and similar games. While graphics are old-school, this actually adds to the game's
retro-charm, and gives the game's mystic underworld a great atmosphere. There is a HUGE underworld to explore, MASSIVE
amounts of NPCs and locations, and HOURS UPON HOURS of gameplay. This is essentially Ultima 6 or 7 done today, with an
even bigger world and much more to do, as well as enormous attention to details.

If you liked Ultima 6 and 7, or even Baldur's Gate and Fallout, this is teh game for you.

Highly recommended!. Fun but hard to beat. Huge fan of the manga & anime.
I love the way they tie you into the canon of the story!!!

Graphics, Gameplay and Soundtrack are all awesome.
The unlockable tools and upgradeable equipment are all cool RPG elements that you have to grind for.
I wish the controls for the Titans were more smooth.
(FYI you can play as any titan you capture if you visit the Titan Research Area)

If any1 wants to party up, feel free to add me so we can slay some titans!. it's not working :(
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Short and sweet, the puzzles are challenging but feel just right.. build the full game, her indoors loves it and would buy all day

. This is a great game. If you're look for an unsettling, psychological, mind-bending puzzle of a story, then look no further.. It's
not bad, but i don't have reason to keep playing. Didn't like the gameplay, the controls, it could be better.. This games covers all
my TD needs, some aspects can be random but this adds alot more replayablilty than the original where once you play a map on
endless thats about it.. You must read online tips for this game. I kept screwing up for some levels... then I realised, you can
choose what kind of planes to launch...

Some levels can get a bit long and tedious. And I realised I prefer to let the computer do the dogfights and even torpedo runs.

So. I give this game 6/10. I recommend getting it in a sale, cos end of the day, I did get some fun out of it. But I expected more..
https://youtu.be/2vmpXHgF8vs
It is a very entertaining game, where the aim is very important, since if you shoot the robots in the head they give you more
points,it works very fluid, the graphics and the level of detail are fine, the Virtual reality experience in general with this game,
for me it has been very good.. Pretty fun game. Had been hoping that they would open this up to modding but no suck luck. Still
not a bad game though. I don't recommend this game. Controlling the bike is horrible. The graphics is very dated (1998 look)
normally this is not a main issue with me if the game is fun and entertaining to play. I lasted all but 20 minutes and couldn't bare
to play anotther second of this game. Strongly recommend not buying this game.
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